Neuronal signatures of a random-dot motion comparison task.
The study of perceptual decision making has made significant progress owing to major contributions from two experimental paradigms: the sequential vibrotactile frequency comparison task for the somatosensory domain requiring working memory, and the random-dot motion task in the visual domain requiring evidence accumulation over time. On the one hand, electrophysiological recordings in nonhuman primates and humans have identified changes in firing rates and power modulations of beta band oscillations with the vibrotactile frequencies held in working memory, as well as with the mental operation required for decision making. On the other hand, firing rates and centro-parietal potentials were found to increase to a fixed level at the time of responding during the random-dot motion task, possibly reflecting an underlying evidence accumulation mechanism until a decision threshold is met. Here, to bridge these two paradigms, we presented two visual random-dot motion stimuli in a sequential comparison task while recording EEG from human volunteers. We identified a modulation of prefrontal beta band power that scaled with the level of dot motion coherence of the first stimulus during a short retention interval. Furthermore, beta power in premotor areas was modulated by participants' choices approximately 700 ms before responses were given via button press. At the same time, dot motion patches of the second stimulus evoked a pattern of broadband centro-parietal signal build-up till responses were made, whose peak varied with trial difficulty. Hence, we show that known modulations of beta power during working memory and decision making extend from the vibrotactile to the visual domain and provide support for the notion of evidence accumulation as an unconfined decision-making mechanism generalizing over distinct decision types.